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The sixth generation Ford Mustang S is the current iteration of the Mustang pony car
manufactured by Ford. In departure from prior Mustang models, the sixth generation Mustang
includes fully independent rear suspension on all models, as well as an optional 2. The new
Mustang was introduced as a model year vehicle, marking the fiftieth anniversary of the Ford
Mustang, which was revealed as a model year vehicle on April 17, The sixth generation is also
the first Ford Mustang to be marketed and sold globally, and represented the first time that
factory right hand drive Mustangs were produced in addition to the left hand drive models.
Development of the Mustang, codenamed "S", began in under chief engineer Dave Pericak and
from late exterior design director Joel Piaskowski, shortly after the updated model year
Mustang went on sale. In December , an exterior design theme proposal by Kemal Curic from
Ford's Cologne, Germany design studios was selected by design management. During
mid-stage development, Curic's original exterior design proposal was eventually rejected by
Ford executives, resulting in rapid design changes. After reviewing 3 different exterior theme
proposals A, B, and C in design clinics in September , the final exterior design Theme A was
approved by Ford management, with the final design freeze occurring in December , 20 months
ahead of originally scheduled August production. The interior design program began in the
spring of , under Doyle Letson. In June , the final interior design was frozen. The decision to
utilize an independent rear suspension for this generation which had been standard on the SVT
Cobra was made very early on the original intent had been to append an IRS to the existing S
platform, which ironically enough had been tested with an IRS during its development , and its
inclusion resulted in several changes to the platform, not least of which being the redesign of
the front suspension the new platform features a double-pivot MacPherson strut front
suspension, similar to a design used on many BMWs ; the end result, according to Chief
Engineer Dave Pericak, was a brand new platform that had very little in common with its
predecessor, from a structural perspective, other than the wheelbase, which carried over. At
launch, three engines were available: a standard aluminum 3. The 2. This four-cylinder includes
improvements over earlier versions. The Cyclone V6 was discontinued after the model year,
leaving only the 2. In , the 5. The cylinders are now lined with a thinner coating achieved by
plasma coating , instead of the thicker and heavier traditional cylinder sleeves, which results in
a slight displacement increase from 4,cc cubic inches to 5,cc cubic inches. The Shelby GT
version uses a modified version of the Coyote engine, code-named the Voodoo , that features a
displacement of 5. The Shelby GT version is another variant of the Coyote, code-named the
Predator , this time keeping the cross-plane crankshaft and adding a supercharger. Both
versions GT and GT are the two most powerful engines of this iteration and the only ones to
incorporate forged aluminum pistons. As of , [update] export-spec models are available in
EcoBoost, GT and Bullitt specifications, in slightly different engine tunes. Mustang's 3. The
following table shows the transmission gear ratios for six-speed manual transmission on the 3.
The following table shows the transmission gear ratios for a six-speed automatic transmission
on the 3. Nevertheless, a limited number of such manual transmission models, particularly on
the GT, may be offered towards the end of the year. This gives more room in the back of the
vehicle for rear passengers. A metal tag on the dashboard bears the Ford Mustang "Running
Horse" insignia. GPS navigation is available, as is a nine-speaker premium sound system, or a
twelve-speaker Shaker Pro surround-sound system. For , the Coupe style is renamed the
Fastback to pay tribute to the previous-generation Mustang models. The Convertible remains
the same. The Ford Mustang is offered in several models:. The old Shelby GT models are
discontinued for , along with the 5. Markets like India receive only the GT trim mated to the
automatic transmission. A handling package was also available, which added active dampers
MagneRide and wider tires. For , the GT debuted featuring a 5. Notable features are
track-focused chassis tuning, significant aero-dynamic changes to include lowering the hood
around the engine, 2-piece, cross-drilled brake rotors paired with Brembo calipers, MagneRide
damping option, lightweight Tremec TR six speed manual transmission, Recaro seats, and
various lightweight components e. Interior color is limited to the standard Black interior color
scheme. In addition, the car will have custom instrument panel graphics, dashboard stitching,
seat pattern, and optional Recaro seats. The 5. A six-speed manual is the only transmission
available on this model. The new GT has a supercharged motor based on the GT's 5. The Mach
1 returned as a model, marking the first time the nameplate has been used since The Mach 1 will
use the GT's 5. The intake manifold, oil-filter adapter, engine oil cooler, and front and rear
subframe are shared with the Shelby GT, while the rear axle cooling system, rear toe link, and
rear diffuser are shared with the Shelby GT Changes included a choice of two special edition
body colors based on model year colors Wimbledon White and Kona Blue , louvered rear
quarter- windows with layered sheets of glass, cashmere-stitched leather-wrapped steering
wheel, cashmere-stitching in instrument panel, shifter boot, center armrest, door inserts and

seats; exclusive two-tone cashmere and black leather upholstery, Mustang 50 Year logo on the
seat backs, loop-carpet floor mats with cashmere stitching and suede binding, inch 9. The
vehicle went on sale in September Wimbledon White and Kona Blue will no longer be available
exterior colors on the Mustang after the 50 Year Limited Edition's discontinuation when the
model sells out. A "one of one" convertible version of the 50 Year Limited Edition Mustang was
raffled off for charity on the "Woodward Dream Cruise" on August 16, with the proceeds
benefitting the National Multiple Sclerosis Society. It will add nineteen-inch chrome -finished
alloy wheels, the "stable"-style front grille, the "Running Horse" front fender badges, a unique
"Raven" interior color scheme, and more. Based on a Mustang GT fastback, this one-off model
was one of the first sixth generation Mustangs to be sold. The exterior features glossy and
matte dark-silver paint along with yellow hood stripes, mirror caps, and brake calipers. Blue and
yellow rear-end graphics mimic the tail livery of early-production examples of the F35 fighter jet,
as does the gold tint on its windows. The car sits on lowered Eibach springs and custom black
and yellow Forgiato inch wheels, while the exhaust system is modified with larger,
ceramic-coated cans. The F Lightning II Mustang also features a custom aero kit with
carbon-fiber components including a front splitter, sill extensions, a rear diffuser, and a
stand-up rear spoiler. The final exterior touches come in the form of an F badge on the rear
panel, and the flags of nine U. The interior of the car features mix of black and yellow parts, with
additions including Recaro racing seats, a modified instrument cluster, custom audio system,
and sill plates, as well as F Lightning II embroidery on the floor mats, door panels, and
seatbacks. The car comes with a 6-speed manual transmission. The car is limited in production.
A convertible version of this car has been conceptualized, but never put into production.
Production is limited to units. The mph time is 3. The HPE tested by Hennessey has reportedly
hit a top speed For , the standard components of each RS model include new front and rear
fascias, new grill, driving lamps, side-sill extensions, a rear spoiler, embroidered floor mats. The
rolling stock is available as an upgrade on the other two models. Optional on all are a hood
scoop, window scoops, billet pedals, a ball shifter, Roush gauges and door sill plates. Stage 1
and Stage 2 models can also be upgraded with a reverse-sensing system and active exhaust.
For , the basic RS model carries over unchanged. The Stage 1 setup now supports the 4
cylinder EcoBoost. Stage 2 also carries over. Completely new for is the Roush Stage 3. The RS3
comes equipped with a standard single adjustable coilover suspension system, with an optional
competition-tuned 3-way adjustable system available. Saleen has introduced 3 different models
for the sixth-generation Mustang. A manual transmission is standard but an automatic is
optional. This model contains the Saleen S styling package for advanced aerodynamics. The
White Label is available in 23 different colors, with 2 different wheel size options: standard 20" 5
spoke, or an optional 19" 7 spoke. To make this model Saleen specific, there is a Saleen logo
deck lid insert and model specific badging. Other upgrades include a spoiler known as the
"Saleen high downforce wing" and a Saleen exhaust system. The White Label can be configured
in either a coupe or convertible version. Each vehicle is given its own VIN and is catalogued
throughout the manufacturing process, giving it authentic collectability and higher resale
values. Retrieved April 18, Wheel and color options are the same as the White and Yellow labels.
The Saleen exhaust system also carries over from the White and Yellow labels. Other
performance modifications include a standard S4 suspension package or an optional fully
adjustable suspension setup and The Black Label also features a body kit, including a
completely redesigned front fascia, axial grill, hood, side skirts, wing, and rear diffuser. There is
an optional hood extension, mirror cap, tail light panel, and convertible light bar available. When
ordering the car, you have the option of all the factory paint colors, plus the option of racing
stripes in 5 different colors. The interior of the car gets a Shelby GT dash plaque as well as
embroidered headrests and floor mats. A Katzkin interior is also available as an option as well
as Shelby valve covers, and an engine cap kit. Performance wise, the Shelby GT is outfitted with
a cold air intake that comes standard with the car good for a small increase in horsepower. Also
standard is the Ford Performance handling pack, short throw shifter, and exhaust with Shelby
tips. The car can be customized in coupe or convertible forms, as well as in GT or Ecoboost
versions. In , Roush Motorsport teamed up with Military Auto Sales to build vehicles specifically
for military members stationed overseas, or currently deployed. They were only available in
Race Red or Midnight Black, with the opposite color on their side stripes and decals. Most came
with a 6-speed manual transmission. For , a second run of 45 were offered for sale. A further
enhanced and even more limited edition of the GT with an " R " package GTR was introduced by
Ford in , with only 37 units being made. Significant engineering innovations result in weight
savings, aero improvements to benefit on-track performance; Ford is the first major automaker
to introduce carbon fiber wheels as standard equipment on Shelby GTR Mustang. Items
removed include air conditioning, the stereo system, rear seats, trunk floorboard and carpet,

backup camera and emergency tire sealer and inflator. Exhaust resonators also have been
removed for weight savings with the benefit of creating a sharper exhaust tone. Aside from
carbon fiber wheels, larger front splitter and rear wing, Shelby GTR features distinct design
details. Exterior touches include red painted brake calipers, red pin striping at the edges of the
optional over-the-top racing stripes and Shelby GTR badging. Inside is high-contrast red
stitching, Shelby GTR badging and the D-shaped steering wheel fitted with a red center mark at
the top. The package is ideal for GTR buyers who plan to use their car for more than track
purposes or for show. Parts of this package, namely the infotainment system and backup
camera, were made standard during April production, due to U. The special edition of the
standard GT only sold by Shelby. Shelby limits production to cars per model year. The V8
engine has been ditched and in its place are powered by electric motors. As a result, as the
name suggests, the factory-made prototype generates close to 1, hp 1, PS and 1, nm 1, lb-ft of
torque. The electric prototype is a hommage to the first Cobra Jet that was heavily tested on
drag strips. Mark Rushbrook, the CEO of Ford Performance Motorsports, says that the Cobra
Jet is an opportunity to develop electric powertrains on an existing, popular sports car. On
January 17, , Ford officially introduced the refreshed Mustang. The new Mustang sports a mildly
restyled front clip and dashboard design, and new standard and optional wheels. Inside, a new
optional twelve-inch, fully digital LCD instrument cluster adorns the dash, and can be heavily
customized by the driver. A new ten-speed automatic transmission replaces the existing
six-speed unit, and joins the six-speed manual transmission as an option. An Active Valve
Performance switchable exhaust system allows the driver to customize the Mustang's exhaust
note. Also newly available is a heated leather-wrapped steering wheel, which is now offered in
addition to the available heated and ventilated leather-trimmed front bucket seats. The
instrument panel has also been redesigned with new trim panels, available in four standard
finishes, as well as carbon fiber , depending upon the model of Mustang that is chosen. The
score was upgraded to 3 stars out of 5. As part of the Mustang's 50th anniversary celebration,
Ford engineers cut a Mustang convertible into small sections and reassembled it on the 86th
floor observation deck of the Empire State Building in New York City. Ford has also
implemented the In a Mustang tagline, which also features short films featuring the Ford
Mustang. Lego and Ford gave away the models for free to children who came to show. A few
months later, the model could be purchased at toy stores. Hot Wheels have released multiple
iterations of the Ford Mustang over the years, appealing to diecast collectors worldwide. Flat
Rock Mustang production had initially been scheduled for August 11, , being moved forward by
4 weeks for undisclosed reasons. Only models sold in Continental Europe and the British Isles
are shown, overseas territories often have different offerings. From Wikipedia, the free
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This is the first Mustang to be marketed and sold globally, and also the first time that they have
been produced as right-hand drive as well as the traditional left hand that we are accustomed
to. In the article we will go over every aspect of the S incredible design and how it has been
improved from earlier versions. This model was released on December 5, with same-day media
events in cities all over the world. This Mustang marked the 50th anniversary of Mustang
production that first began in March of Development for the S began in under chief engineer
Dave Pericak and exterior design director Joel Piaskowski. So, Ford relocated Curic to their
design studio in Dearborn on January The final design was locked in on December which was
20 months ahead of schedule. The interior design program had begun in Spring of under Doyle
Letson and by late the final interior proposal was settled on and combined exterior theme
proposals 1 and 2. As of June , the final exterior was locked. So, the first test mules in model
year bodies were spotted earlier in June , and the first S prototypes were built five months later
in May Also, this came with 2 special edition body colors from which were Wimbledon White
and Kona Blue. This Mustang was named after the F Lightning II fighter jet and included a
glossy and matte dark-silver paint with yellow hood stripes, mirror caps, and brake calipers. It
also included gold tint on the windows as well as custom black and yellow Forgiato in wheels.
For suspension it had lowered Eibach springs and the exhaust had larger, ceramic-coated cans.
It also included many carbon fiber components to match the fighter jet style which included a
front splitter, rear spoiler, sill extensions, and a rear diffuser. To complete this one of kind
vehicle it had a F Decal on the rear quarter panel as well as the flags of all of the US allies on the
lower doors. There are optional upgrades on both stages such as a hood scoop, window scoop,
ball shifter, billet pedals, Roush gauges, and doorsill plates. Lastly in Ford came out with a
Roush Stage 3. It comes in at hp with an option to upgrade to hp. They only produced 15 stage
3, GT hp supercharged fastbacks and 30 Ecoboost hp fastbacks. Only 2 color options were
available in race red or midnight black. The opposite color was used on its stripes and decals.
This model sold out in a record 12 minutes. In they did a similar build but only offered a V8
option with only making 45 in total. The White Label has a hp 5. This model is available in 23
different colors, with 2 different wheel size options. The Yellow Label includes everything that
the White label has but it also has an eight generation Saleen Supercharger with hp. Lastly, with
the Black Label comes standard with a hp 5. Also, some new additions are a standard S4
suspension package or an optional full suspension. Also, the Many exterior parts of the black
label are different than the other two options that is custom to that specific model. This features
a 5. This is more track focused than the GT with some significant features such as chassis
tuning, lowering the hood around the engine, cross-drilled brake rotors paired with Brembo
calipers, MagneRide damping option, Recaro seats, lighter Tremec manual trans, and other
lighter components. Additional upgrades such as larger alloy wheels, electrical improvements
being HID headlamps, backup sensors and camera, better sound system and so much more! It

was announced by Ford in that this model would only have 37 units being made. So many
improvements went into this vehicle being weight reductions wherever possible and
aerodynamic improvements. It was introduced with carbon fiber wheels and is the first major
automaker to have this as a standard item. It is also more than lbs lighter the GT Track Pack.
The S body style was introduced in but did not have a California special edition package. For
the , stock hp increased from to as well as torque from to It is similar to the car in that it is
offered in a Dark Highland Green color, but also comes in black. As well as a few interior
upgrades, this 5. This resulted in a hp increase to Check out our article going over all of the GT
Specs. Ford is constantly trying to innovate and stay ahead of the pack when it comes to
performance, styling, and comfort. Show More Show Less. Share this article! S Parts. If you are
into American performance cars, there's really never been a better time to be an enthusiast. In
the last five or 10 years, all three of Detroit's big three automakers have wowed us with some
truly impressive high performance machines. If there's one drawback to all this, it's that these
great new cars don't come cheap. Fortunately though, the used market has followed in step and
now is the time that many of these relatively-new American performance cars have depreciated
into a much more affordable range for the average enthusiast. It's still cheaper than many cars
with similar performance, but that number certainly isn't chump change. As with any used
performance car, it's important to make sure a potential vehicle hasn't been abused or
carelessly modified, and I was fortunate enough to an original owner selling this car locally,
completely stock and always serviced at the dealership with an odometer reading of 39, miles.
This particular car is a base model GT with just one option and one that was quite important for
meâ€”the factory performance package. Ford currently offers two "levels" of performance
packages for the Mustang GT, but back in there was just one, and it's well worth finding one if
you have any sort of spirited driving in mind. Among the upgrades included in the performance
package are six-piston Brembo brakes up front, a 3. Sure, an automatic may be quicker in the
quarter mile, but there's just no beating the fun of a stick shift in a car like this. The only part of
the car that isn't still factory spec are the tires. I've been driving the car for about a month now,
and with the exception of less than stellar around town fuel economy totally expected, given my
heavy foot I've found the car to be an excellent daily driver. Having a two-year old son that I haul
to daycare a couple days a week, it was also important that this car be able to serve as part-time
daddy mobileâ€”and while I wouldn't recommend a Mustang as a dedicated family car, it's
actually handled occasional toddler-duty pretty well. Yes, it requires a little extra effort and
some extra time when strapping in the little one when compared to a four-door, but I think the
sacrifice is worth it. Not to mention the fact that my son has taken quite a liking to riding in it
and hearing the V8 run through the gears. All in all, for the price, you won't find too many
"almost-new" used cars that deliver the same performance, fun and comfort as a S Mustang GT.
In fact, with the incredible, but also much more expensive Shelby GT taking a lot of the
attention, you could almost use the word "under-appreciated" to describe the "normal" GT. Yet
as solid as it is out of the box, one of the great things about the S Mustang GT as a project car
is that there's still plenty of room for improvement. Thankfully, the modern Mustang GT has
some of the
maestro cl dimmer wiring diagram
bmw x5 repair manual download
1998 dodge dakota exhaust system diagram
best aftermarket support of any car out there and we'll absolutely being taking advantage of
that as we begin the journey with this car, with the goal to be have a fast and fun modern
muscle car that can do track days or back-road blasts on weekends and still serve as daily
driver during the week. The holidays may have passed, but you can look over our Mustang Gift
Guide for some of the most popular S upgrades and some ideas about where this project may
go. Sign up for more restomod content to add horsepower to your inbox. January 17, Story By
Mike Garrett If you are into American performance cars, there's really never been a better time
to be an enthusiast. Now let's have some fun. Recommended For You. Retrobuilt Bullitt: Based
on a Mustang. Subscription Confirmed! Continue on to the site and look for links to the latest
articles, as soon as they are released. Sign me up for a quarterly digital magazine subscription.
View or Download our free Digital Magazines Today! Go to newsstand.

